
Share, Unite, Create!

Community Earth
A Unique International Permaculture Community

A community dedicated to the integration of permaculture principles! Our intention is to BE in
harmony and cohesion with each other and the earth - to further develop a cultural evolution for
our species. 

We are developing a network of people that will intelligently integrate human endeavours with
the biological web of life in this living experiment. The land will be protected through a land
trust and participants will be welcomed as stewards of the earth. Our community will use a
novel  self  governing egalitarian system and a  well  defined sharing  economy as our  social
economic backdrop. 

We are  now seeking participants  from all  over  the  world.  A diversity  of backgrounds will
strengthen and enrich the community. We embrace families as well as individuals of all ages
with the intention to live and celebrate existence together. Over time we aim to establish a
village of between 50 to 200 participants. Together we can thrive by tapping into the power of
creative people synergies. 

Our intention is to start this community in Panama, within easy reach of the ocean, with access
to  rivers,  mountains  and  nearby  villages.  The  potential  for  a  blossoming  permaculture
community is ripe. Land use will be divided into a detailed permaculture plan created by the
pioneers and any future participants, after a careful year long observation into distinct zones:
village (personal and communal spaces), agro-forestry, agricultural and protected preserves.

The  opportunity  for  self  sufficiency  as  a  group,  for  various  income streams and  evolving
divergent possibilities is large. The community will create products and services that are unique
to the region. We will provide services and food for each other as an independant tribe and
network with other intentional communities around the world.

We are now raising funds and inviting people to participate in creating this community with us,
as well as persons interested in donating/ investing in the project. Help us achieve our highest
potential! 

Connect with us at info  @communityearth.org    or  go to  http://www.communityearth.org
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